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Richard Perry 

19 Yerbury Street 

Trowbridge 

Wiltshire 

FAO: Tim Moss – Chief Executive                                                                                       BA14 8DP 

Patent Office 

Concept House 

Cardiff Road 

Newport.                                              By 10th June 2022 Parcelforce/Royal mail tracked Delivery 

NP10 8QQ 

 

RE: Hearing Bundle from 6th June 2022, Transcript and the Patent Office’s liability to me.  

 

Dear Mr. Moss, 

Please find enclosed: 

1). Copy of the original bundle used at the hearing on 6th June 2022, heard by Mrs. Taylor. 

2). Copy of a bundle known as the ’20 Section White Numbered Bundle’ that was used in civil case  

IP2015000090 that actually didn’t get heard due to the bankruptcy etc. 

 

1). Mrs Taylor gave me until the end of July 2022 to submit a written argument relating to additional 

evidence that I did not have time to present during the hearing. This evidence has proof that your 

Office was conspiring with the Bristol Official Receiver and knew that information that you were 

passing would cause further damage and that that information would ultimately be passed to 

Betafence and FH Brundle after they were later trying to buy the rights to my patent after they still 

couldn’t get their hands on it even after their malicious prosecution against me. Proof of this in the 

attached bundle. This evidence will be sent to the Serious Fraud Office. 

I will email my written argument with that evidence to Mr. Cooke as I will be back in Canada from 

next week. I am writing this letter today and hopefully I will be able to send it today however we are 

preparing to leave on Monday and therefore my parent may have to send this next week. 

Regarding the situation of my patent renewal certificate, it should be noted that only this morning I 

have received the patent renewal certificate for GB2401616 that should have been given to me four 

to five months ago and which Mr. Bushel claims to have sent in March. Due to your Office’s deceitful 

letters and maladministration that I have suffered in the past, I have asked him to give an explanation 

as to why there is a date of 06/09/2022 on the letter he claims to have sent on March 24th ; said date 

that presumably is intended to mean the 9th June (and not 6th September that has not yet passed) 
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which is when I actually received his letter. To clarify: I want to know why a letter that your Office 

claims to have sent in March 2022 has a date of 9th June on it which is the very same day that I 

received the letter and after the 6th June hearing that Mr. Bushel knew was scheduled. 

2). Previously in the year I had made allegations of a black market and serious crime being carried 

out by your Office conspiring with worldwide firms to defraud the United Kingdom and it’s peoples of 

IP rights and investments. I allege that in retaliation, your Office deliberately blocked access to the 

online filing system so that I couldn’t file my work. Due to the terrifying and inhuman ordeal inflicted 

upon me it had taken me over  four years for me to regain some confidence to try and restart my 

business and products in the hope I might try to rebuild my life. Willing my mind to overcome the 

torture and torment I decided to try and continue with my career and rebuild my business and refile 

my work and begin some new inventions. I did this in 2021 and then lost confidence after coming up 

against more crime and then I tried again in January 2022. As soon as I do it, your Office perpetrates 

more ugliness and crime against me with threats and bullying and intimidation by maliciously blocking 

the system and trying to destroy my work and opportunities. If this is untrue why haven’t you provided 

a filing receipt for an application for a patent I made on 11th May which your Office signed for on 12th 

May which was one of the applications I had tried to file online from 5 different computers? I allege 

that your Office intentionally caused more emotional and mental damage after I had already lost all of 

my confidence after seeing my worldwide business being torn to pieces by crime, severe human 

rights offences and crimes against humanity.  

I will also make it clear that I was leading a happy a fulfilling life in the UK and loved my work in 

innovation and business until I was robbed and destroyed by UK corruption and crime. Now I’m trying 

to put pieces of my life back together. The United Kingdom Government has also intentionally 

blocked and frozen all of my business emails so that I cannot trade, my phone number has been 

defrauded so that none of my customers or the public can contact me and, my personal emails are 

being illegally monitored which is a total persecution. This is all because I’ve spoken out against IP 

crime being carried out by the United Kingdom. Therefore I don’t have any choice but to return to 

North America as I have been ostracised from my own Country. 

Prior to the hearing on 6th June I made a complaint to the Gwent Police about this access situation. 

During the hearing I was informed by Mrs Taylor that your Office has now unblocked the malicious 

and unlawful blocking of the online filing system (malicious intent) that was imposed so that I couldn’t 

file my work or administer any of my new patent applications. Mrs Taylor’s and Andrew Bushel’s 

deceitful statements and letters are trying to blame problems with the IT system and trying to make it 

look as if I don’t know how to file my work, when I’ve successfully filed everything for over 10 years.  

3). I would like a copy of the transcript sent once it is ready which should be by today according to 

the transcriber who said he would do it by 10thJune. I may have received it by the time this reaches 

you. 

 

6th June Hearing: 

During the hearing I raised other issues that seem critical and fundamental to the overall situation 

that has led to my severe loss of a £25bn fraud of my lifetime’s work. During the 2013 Opinion 

request (found in the attached bundle) I had informed your Office on at least two separate occasions, 

(and probably more although I haven’t yet been through that/my other paperwork), that I had been 

targeted and defrauded by the firms involved in the alleged fraud of Patent GB2390104. I informed 

your Office of fraudulent misrepresentation and falsifying of CAD drawings by Britannia Fasteners Ltd 
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who are working with Betafence and who were criminally using my name to order goods that I allege 

are defrauded from my patent. They were doing this to mislead an Indian Manufacturer into thinking 

that he was ultimately doing business directly with me and that I had authorised the use of my patent.  

Hence his direct approach to me years later because Betafence had taken business away from him 

and were using other manufacturers.  

I also informed your Office that the drawings which the Directors of Britannia Fasteners submitted on 

behalf of Betafence were falsified, in order to try to conceal their crime and evade liability by 

deception. Your Office completely ignored my allegations, did absolutely nothing, failed to take any 

legal advice or even file a Police report and knowingly allowed the fraud to be continued. Your 

Office’s participation in serious crime and total contempt for proper administration and the law has led 

to criminally administered and corrupted court judgements, a criminally obtained bankruptcy order, 

criminally obtained restraining orders and the total loss of my lifetime’s work.  

My work, talent and investment has brought benefit and enjoyment to hundreds of millions of people 

around the world, phenomenal recognition for the United Kingdom and as proven, has supported 

businesses in many Countries, whilst I’ve been left bankrupted and impoverished trying to fight 

worldwide firms and Judicial and Government crime all on my own without any help. This is all 

because the United Kingdom refuses to recognise or enforce intellectual property rights even though 

it has been paid in good faith for those rights. It has turned out that the judges involved are being 

blackmailed and threatened by the people behind this organised crime who are in cohorts with the 

people controlling your Office. I paid your Office in good faith and in trust to safeguard my 

investments of time, money, love, passion and talent and decades of backbreaking work inventing 

and creating my worldwide market leading products, patents and intellectual property rights. 

It has now transpired through the additional evidence that I have that your Office conspired with the 

Bristol Official Receiver during the bankruptcy administration and again intentionally failed to take any 

legal advice whatsoever as to whether or not my work could even be forfeited and when your Office 

knew that there is a contract between myself and the Office. 

For almost a decade your Office has gone on a criminal rampage of hate and abuse against me, 

authoring and sending over a dozen deceitful and fraudulent letters to me; trying to mislead me, 

trying to conceal serious crime, aiding and abetting Betafence et al, tampering with evidence, failing 

to disclose information, abusing your position and function and trying to evade liability by deception to 

prevent me from having my intellectual property rights enforced and from receiving the proper and 

rightful recognition of my work and the reward that I rightfully deserved, which now seems to be in the 

region of £25bn+.  

The serious and organised crime of your Office previously being directed by John Alty and now 

yourself has had fatal consequences on my lifetime’s work which has also almost led to my death 

through the mental torture of it, the serious harm caused and the emotional torment and battering of 

having to watch my lifetime’s work ripped apart and destroyed, whilst criminals laugh their way off 

down the street in total contempt for the value of human life.  

Your Office and your actions have intentionally and deliberately undermined the Patent system, the 

Justice system, the United Kingdom economy and the entire Rule of Law.  

I demand that your Office reinstates all of my work and extends the life of my patents and IP rights for 

the full term that I would have had. Mrs Taylor has told me that that is not possible and therefore if 

you need higher Authority or Royal consent then go and get it. 
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I demand your Office pays in excess of £25bn in compensation and damages for your unlawful and 

criminal actions against me, your breach of contract and breach of trust and theft and fraud act 

offences. If nothing is done by the time I return to the UK at the end of the year I will be issuing 

criminal charges against your Office. 

I will be responding to Mrs Taylor’s directions by the end of July. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Perry 

 

CC. Private Secretary to Queen Elizabeth II 

CC. International Criminal Courts 

CC. Serious Fraud Office 


